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Carry Master Assembly Instructions

Enclosed Equipment
1.
2.

Trolley Frame (x l)
Bag Holder (x l)

5.
6.

Bags (x4)
9.
Handle bar (x l) 10.

3.
4.

Bolts (x 5)
Nuts (x 5)

7.
8.

Washers (x 2)
Carry Handle (x l)

Tools (x 2)
Wheels(x 2)

Minor Assembly Required

1. Place wheel on axle with cog (black) facing against trolley side.
2. Insert two (2) bolts and lock nut onto axle and tighten with
supplied tools.
3. Repeat process with second rear wheel.
4. Pull tube lock pin upwards to release while pulling out top slide
section (Handle section) until locking pin drops into the
positioning hole (a click will be heard as lock pin goes into
position).
5. Slide bag holder with lift up pin over curved arm to second hole
ensuring pin is closest to the handle end of the trolley until it
clicks into position in the lower hole.
6. Bolt the handle bar section onto the top section of frame using bolt
and washers supplied with locknut then tighten the locknut.
Bag Holder Pin (black knob)

Handle Bar & Drink Holder

Tube Lock
Locking Pin (black knob) on vertical arm
Bag Holders
Drop down rear pegs-(already
Carry Handle

assembled)
Rear Wheels
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To Fold Trolley After Use
1 Remove Bags from Trolley.
2 Slide Top Bag Holder upwards by Lifting Pin and sliding
saddle with the pin upwards towards Handlebar.
3 Lift Middle Pin (on the tube lock mechanism) out of its lock
position, and then push handle bar down until the tube lock
clicks into position.
4 **IMPORTANT – now fold rear pegs flush against the rear
swing arm frame to avoid jamming.
5 Pull Locking Pin (Black Knob) and turn approximately one
quarter turn to unlock, while holding the locking pin by one
hand and the front handle with the other hand pull upwards on
the pin so that the trolley sections close together.
6 Finally turn the locking pin knob until it clicks into the
“Folded” lock position, this may require pressing the rear and
front frames together.
7

Lift the folded trolley up and carry away for storage.

* Note pegs folded Flush against Frame at all times when folding and
unfolding
3

UNFOLDING THE TROLLEY FOR USE
1 Lay Trolley on ground Ensure that the carrying “Pegs” are
flush against the frame before proceeding to unfold.

2 With one hand on the main carry handle pull the locking pin
out and disengage by slightly twisting pin
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3 Then lift and pull trolley upwards
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Continue upwards pull, until trolley unfolds
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Note that if frame does not slide open easily you can use two
hands to unfold the forward and rear sections of the frame
(See Illustration below).

5

5

6

Stand the unfolded frame on its wheels, and then twist the side
locking pin into the “lock” position
You will feel the pin lock into position when twisted

THE NEXT STEP IS TO DRAW OUT THE HANDLE TO ITS FULLEST EXTENDED
POSITION.

6 To Pull the Handle out - lift the lower tube lock out of its
locking position

7 Then slide the handlebar upwards so that the frame section
with the Handlebar telescopes out of the main section of frame
far enough for the locking pin to automatically “drop” into the
locking hole. A click will be heard when the handle bar has
been extended to its fullest position.
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8

Next lift the top pin (which is connected to the carry bag
saddle) and slide the saddle downwards until it clicks into the
locking position for the saddle.
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The Carry Bags can now be placed onto their saddle and the
Carry-Master is ready for use.
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Handy Tip
When loading and unloading the trolley, it is advisable to engage the
anti-topple lever on the front wheel, by gentle pushing down on the
extended lug beside the wheel with your foot. You will hear the lug
lock into position while pushing

To disengage the Anti-Topple Lug, place foot under the lug and push
the lug upwards- it will return to its normal position.
For further stable use, it is suggested that when loading the carry
bags, place the rearmost bags on the trolley first. When unloading
remove the front bags before the rear bags.
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FOLDING THE TROLLEY
1

Ensure the Two Rear Carrier Pins are in an upright position
and folded against the frame of the rear wheel carriers.

2

Pull out and slightly turn the locking pin which is located just
above the rear wheel carriers. It is important to make sure that
the locking pin is put into the “unlocked” position before the
next step
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3

With one hand firmly holding the carrier handle, and one hand
on the locking pin, lift up the locking pin vertically while at the
same time pushing the handle in. This movement will ensure
that the rear wheels move towards the front wheel and
“collapse” the frame- ready for storage. Important- ensure that
the locking pin has “clicked” into the “frame locked position”
by gently squeezing together the rear section and front section
of the frame.

4 The Trolley is now ready for storage
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